While Alan Burns, as Jeannette Baxter suggests, has appeared to historians of the novel to have "fallen off the literary map" since the 1960s, Burns and his contemporary experimental writers have resurfaced in recent discussions of postwar British fiction (55). 1 For a brief moment in the late 1960s, Burns was at the heart of a constellation of experimental writers, including Eva Figes, B. S. Johnson, and Ann Quin, whose works revived literary modernism in an attempt to bring an alternative imaginary community into being. Burns's fiction won him the recognition of an influential cultural institution, the Arts Council of Great Britain, and its literary chair Angus Wilson. Burns subsequently became the inaugural Henfield Writing Fellow at the University of East Anglia in 1970, where he would advise Ian McEwan, the first student in its now-prestigious creative writing program. In his refracted autobiography, Sweet Tooth, McEwan evokes the strong supportive ties between postwar British experimental writing, the Arts Council, and his early work, thus raising the question of why the legacies of Burns and his contemporaries have gone unacknowledged for so long. Sweet Tooth's Tom Haley, a budding writer, receives unconditional financial support from "a clandestine Arts Council" (140) and refers to Burns as "the best experimentalist in the country" (185). If Sweet Tooth insinuates that the Arts Council and British experimental fiction writing were catalysts to McEwan's early career, why was it the case that Burns and his contemporaries struggled to foster a readership for their work in a similarly supportive cultural climate?
This essay explores the lasting imprint of postwar British experimental writing on contemporary fiction by tracing the ways in which the Arts Council contributed to the conditions for Burns and McEwan's divergent literary careers. Burns's experimental texts Europe After the Rain (1965) , Celebrations (1967) , Babel (1969) , and Dreamerika (1972) present alternatives to institutionalized forms of power through the use of artistic practices associated with Dada and surrealism: parataxis, disjunction, visual and textual collages, and automatic and fold-in writing. Paradoxically, Burns emerged as an anti-institutional experimental writer backed by a significant cultural institution after the Arts Council awarded him a substantial grant following the publication of Celebrations. One can read this paradox as a repercussion of the cultural climate instantiated by the Arts Council, an institution set up by the modernist and economist John Maynard Keynes in 1945. Having supported the "fine arts exclusively" for the first twenty years of its existence, the Arts Council democratized its subsidy of the arts in the mid-1960s (Great Britain 3) . In addition to increasing its support of institutions, such as the National Theatre and the Poetry Society, the body's expansion of its funding also had the effect of stimulating alternative and experimental arts. 2 The Arts Council thereby reanimated, as Peter Barry argues, "a kind of dialectical confrontation between the thesis of the old and the antithesis of the new" (14) . It encouraged cultural organizations to maintain existing and canonical arts, while at the same time giving writers, performers, and artists the opportunity to revive modernist artistic practices. I will argue that the relationship between the Arts Council and experimental writers such as Burns represents an instance of this dialectic between postwar modernist legacies, which provides a way to map how these innovators' attempts to create an alternative literary community continue to influence the work of celebrated contemporary authors.
In order to explore how Burns's relationship with the Arts Council can shed new light on the lasting legacies of postwar British experimental fiction, this essay draws on Michael Warner's analysis of the public. Reflecting in 1970 on his work's "limited readership" despite its backing by the Arts Council, Burns compares himself to "a shoemaker creating an exotic boot that I know will not be popular for another fifty years" (qtd. in Kitchen 21). Burns thus hints at how his work negotiates, as Warner puts it, the challenge of "bring [ing] a public into being when extant modes of address and intelligibility seem themselves to be a problem" (130). Warner proposes that when "the conditions for public circulation" (149) do not exist for a writer, their work orients itself to a "future" (126) public as "its condition of possibility": "[i]ts rhetorical addressee is . . . a placeholder for others" (127). Reading Burns's experimental poetics through Warner's analysis of the public, I show how the detachment of Burns's work from existing postwar audiences, such as those supported by the Arts Council, can be read as an attempt to orient his experimental texts to the formation of a future public. In particular, if an integral characteristic of modern text-based publics is, as Warner suggests, the way they "orient us to strangers" (75), one could argue that Burns's attempt to bring a future public into being draws attention to the alterity of our relations to others. It thereby provides a significantly different and illuminating perspective on the audiences and institutions that have established the foundations of the careers of contemporary authors, such as McEwan, whose work bears, as Sweet Tooth suggests, an equivocal relation to Burns's legacy. This moment in the 1960s and 1970s, in which postwar experimental writers failed to form an audience for their work despite substantial institutional backing, is an important context for understanding McEwan's anxiety that he "can never satisfactorily explain where [his short] stories and the first two novels came from" ("Journeys" 151), as well as the "impasse" to which they led: "It was the existential trap, the novel cleansed of all reference to place or recognizable public spaces, with no connection to time or historical context." McEwan insinuates his ongoing preoccupation with this aesthetic dead end when he claims to have become irritated, while rereading his 1975 short story collection First Love, Last Rites, with his penchant for "commas serving as full stops (a trick I must have learned from Beckett)" ("When" 15). McEwan's impatience with his use of parataxis hints at his partially repressed debt to postwar British experimental writing. As he has revealed elsewhere, after reading his stories at UEA Burns "gave [McEwan] More Pricks than Kicks, and also [Beckett's] trilogy" ("1970" xi) because McEwan "appeared to be 'unconsciously influenced'. I took his advice, and immediately un-derstood what he meant" ("Class Work"). McEwan's fleeting allusions to Burns's unconscious influence on his work suggests another way to read his recent ambivalent representations of professional characters-the spy (Sweet Tooth), the High Court judge (The Children Act), and the neurosurgeon (Saturday)-since these texts subtly employ literary experimentation to destabilize institutionalized identities and thereby implicitly recall Burns and his contemporaries' attempts to conceive an alternative literary community based on an orientation to strangers.
Postwar Experimental Writers and the Arts Council
The Arts Council's sponsorship of postwar experimental writing gave rise to numerous conflicts and contradictions, as Peter Barry shows in his recent account of how a group of radical poets transformed the Poetry Society. When in the early 1970s the Arts Council increased its funding to the Poetry Society in the hope of modernizing the conservative institution with the new and experimental work of the British Poetry Revival, a number of modernist poets, including Basil Bunting and Eric Mottram, were elected to the society's council. With Mottram as its editor, the society's journal Poetry Review became "the most startling poetry magazine in the country" (Barry 1). All the while, however, the institution was the site of conflict between "the 'neomodernists', who sought to continue the 1960s revival of the early twentieth century's 'modernist revolution', and the neo-conservatives, who sought to further the 'anti-modernist counter-revolution of the 1950s.'" 3 Having started the "process of change itself by inviting some figures from the wider poetry world onto its General Council" (Barry 14) , the Poetry Society, supported by the Arts Council, "pulled back in a kind of panic." When in 1976 the Arts Council made an increase in the Society's subsidy subject to a change in its artistic policy, Mottram and the other radicals opted to leave the organization.
Similar tensions existed between postwar British experimental fiction writers and the Arts Council, though their conflicts lacked a focal point from which they might have escalated to those at the Poetry Society. After training and practicing as a barrister in the 1950s, Burns was able to concentrate on writing partly because of the financial support his publisher Calder and Boyars received from the Arts Council. In his autobiography, John Calder recalls how the Arts Council enabled publishers-including "Jonathan Cape, Secker and Warburg, Faber, and even Collins" (Pursuit 275)-to take on new and experimental writers because the organization "reduced their [finan-cial] While the review proposes that Burns's text offers an important alternative perspective on postwar society, its emphasis on the text's "unnamed" aspects also suggests the novel's fragile relationship with its audience. Its namelessness evokes the supposedly "existential" and "restricted aesthetic" that McEwan turned away from early in his career: the novel seemingly detached from "recognizable public spaces" and "historical context" ("Journeys" 151). Responses to Burns's work have followed a similar line to McEwan's critique of this supposed "existential trap." Even literary historians with far more knowledge of modern literary experimentation than McEwan are skeptical about Burns and his fellow writers. Andrzej Gąsiorek, for example, rejects the possibility that the work of Burns and his contemporaries may be helpful for reconsidering notions of literary realism, dismissing their experimental fictions as the "the fag-end of a decaying tradition" (19); for Gąsiorek, they only "offer increasingly rarefied versions of earlier shock tactics."
These negative assessments of postwar British experimental fiction's relationships with the public and the representation of reality seem surprising in light of the way Burns defended his work against similar charges in the late sixties. When, in a 1969 interview, Peter Firchow commented that Europe After the Rain "seems removed from particular time and place" (Burns, "Alan Burns" 50), Burns replied by explaining that the novel "is absolutely grounded in history, and one of my regrets . . . is my sense of dismay and guilt that I have taken too much from history" (50-51). Burns goes on to say that "one of the things I'm trying to do as a novelist is to comprehend history" (51) in order to challenge the "great deal of unscrupulous writing being done which battens on history, particularly contemporary history." 4 The critical neglect of Burns's fiction's exploration of history is underscored by the fact that sensitive readings of his work are only now beginning to appear. In her recent reading of Europe After the Rain, Baxter suggests that we can read the text as a "formidable exercise in post-war Surrealist historiography" (173). Baxter sets out how Burns "taps into [the] tradition of writing nowhere in order to explore the violent historical and geopolitical realities of post-war Poland" (166) while "also mak[ing] manifest the aesthetic and moral difficulties involved in such acts of literary exploration." Baxter elaborates on how the novel articulates its historical resonances-and thereby affirms the "very intimate, and often very agonizing" relationship with history that Burns claimed for his texts ("Alan Burns" 51)-by highlighting the moments in which Europe After the Rain "stages the kind of linguistic impasse that Samuel Beckett, a huge literary influence for Burns, turns to repeatedly in Endgame, a one-act play which . . . comes closest to talking about the Holocaust precisely by not talking about it" (Baxter 171). Baxter illustrates her point by citing passages where words fail the text's characters, such as the moment in which "the commander attempts to explain the impossible loss of life across the post-apocalyptic landscape" (Baxter 171): "Now I tell you. I cannot tell you. It's nothing new" (Burns, Europe 49). But whereas Baxter argues that we can understand Burns's experimental text as an original and revisionary form of historiography, I want to show how his text's staging of linguistic impasses and its paradoxical practice of "writing nowhere" can also be read as symptomatic of Burns's innovative if precarious relationship to audience, a relationship established and mediated by the Arts Council.
Burns and the Ruling Literary Clique
We might explore how Burns's texts struggled to bring a new audience into being by considering how his work's politics were complicated by his relationship with the Arts Council. In the interview with Firchow, Burns reflects on his work's potential audience during a discussion of his socialist politics. Burns aligns his work "with the radical element [of society], . . . the element that is wanting to change society" (55) before acknowledging that "it is immensely difficult, in relation to contemporary English literature . . . because it's rather a wasteland. There's not much of value going on, unfortunately." Burns reiterates his work's uncertain relationship with its audience when he claims that "I could only envisage [writing for] the kind of stateless society that the anarchists envisage but, quite frankly, I don't see that as a practical possibility in my lifetime" (56). Burns's discussion of literary reputation sheds light on his despondency about his work's political hopes and its potential audience. He "agree [s] with the Marxists that, as a general rule, the cultural values of any particular society are created by the dominant class" (54): "They have the ability and the need to create the cultural standards of the day. And therefore one faces the problem that those standards will judge highly that work which corresponds to the need of the dominant class." While Burns's Marxist interpretation of the production of cultural values makes him attentive to British culture's exclusions-"it's self-evident that those whose work is of high quality and deserve to be known, but never do get known, we never know of" (54)-one reason he is hesitant to discuss his work's politics and audience stems from having been recognized by the institution that, in his view, sets the dominant cultural standards, "the so-called literature panel of the Arts Council" (58) or "the ruling literary clique": the Western capitalist state has its own ways of buying writers. I've just now myself been bought for two thousand quid by the Arts Council, which I've accepted with immense gratitude but quite aware of the unseen strings attached. . . . These are the means whereby in the West the ruling class attempts to buy and gag and generally run the writers analogous to the much more brutal way it's done in the Soviet Union. (56) Though Burns's critique is weakened by its exaggerated comparison between cultural patronage and state censorship in the Soviet Union, later in the interview he tries to evoke how the Arts Council's "unseen strings" shape the cultural values of his day in subtle and equivocal ways:
You go to the right parties, and sleep in the right beds, and know the right folks, and say the right things. That is all true to an extent. But it isn't really good enough for an aspiring writer to say, well, I can't get in because it's dominated by them. Because I think that the situation is fluid, and there are sufficient contradictions even within the so-called old boy network to make it quite possible for a person of ability to obtain recognition. (58) Burns acknowledges that the network through which the Arts Council established cultural values is "fluid" and contradictory, which destabilizes the dichotomy between dominant culture and its margins that, at times, his critique appears to assume. As we will see, Burns's work engages the problem of finding ways to transform the public sphere from within the terms, values, and modes of articulation recognized and utilized by the apparent gatekeepers of the dominant culture. 5 However, the difficulties of representing this alternative way of conceiving the public are illustrated by Burns's faltering attempt to express the contradictions of his own situation: "I am a fairly uncompromising radical, and yet, as I say, they [the Arts Council] have treated me extremely generously. To that extent, what can I say?" (58). Where the Arts Council subtly fashions the conventions of public speech by requiring writers to "say the right things," in this climate Burns is conscious of how he lacks the ability to voice his critique.
Burns's stuttering analysis of the Arts Council's apparent consensus is echoed more trenchantly in a passage from Europe After the Rain that presents a similar impasse. "At a luncheon for sixty or seventy people to support the hospital for severe surgical cases, for the sick who could not be cured" (81), the narrator-"the guest of honour"-recognizes that at first he "could not speak" but nevertheless "attempted without the aid of grammar," provoking a bystander to ask, "What is he saying?" The parallel provides an example of how Burns's work stages the manner in which modes of expression depend on the norms and conventions of a society, as well as the way in which these norms are constructed by excluding and silencing others. It equally points to how his experimental texts call attention to the limitations and exclusions of dominant public discourses by trying to find a way to speak for those persons they marginalize and almost silence.
Burns's Experimental Poetics and the Public
I argue that Burns's experimental poetics negotiate the paradoxes and contradictions of the Arts Council's subsidy of postwar culture by reading his poetics through Michael Warner's notion of the public. In Publics and Counterpublics, Warner examines "the question of how, by what rhetoric, one might bring a public into being when extant modes of address and intelligibility seem themselves to be a problem" (130). Warner proposes that when a writer "wants to transform the possible contexts of speech" (128) but "the available genres and publics of possible address do not readily lend themselves to a worldmaking project," he or she is placed in the position of "writing to a public that does not yet exist" (130) . "Finding that their language can circulate only in channels hostile to it," Warner contends, "they write in a manner designed to be placeholder for a future public." Warner's outline of the hopes and difficulties of writing in the absence of an immediate audience is a useful starting point for reading Burns's experimental poetics.
Since "[o]ne cannot conjure a public into being by force of will" (128), Warner proposes that the "desire to have a different public, a more accommodating addressee, . . . confronts one with the circularity inherent in all publics: public language addresses a public as a social entity, but that entity exists only by virtue of being addressed" (128-29). 6 Warner's examination of how a public is constructed stresses this paradoxical circularity between its "rhetorical address" (67) to strangers and its "real context of reception." Though "[r]eaching strangers is public discourse's primary orientation" (106)-because it aims to "extend its circulation"-Warner acknowledges the contradictory fashion in which "to make those unknown strangers into a public it must locate them as a social entity." Consequently, "[p]ublic discourse circulates, but it does so in struggle with its own conditions." Warner reiterates this performative contradiction by suggesting that public discourse, "in the nature of its address, abandons the security of its positive, given audience" (113) and "commits itself . . . to the possible participation of any stranger. It therefore puts at risk the concrete world that is its given condition of possibility." When a text addresses a public it promises to bring a new social entity into being and to remake its participants' world by involving strangers, but it does so by simultaneously risking the conditions of its own articulation. As I will show, Burns's experimental poetics approximates a similar performative contradiction. His aleatoric method of composition subverts existing discourses and emphasizes his work's orientation to strangers in an attempt to bring a new public into being. As a result, though, Burns's radical rhetorical strategies put at risk existing audiences, whose discursive construction of the world made his text's mode of articulation possible. The double risk of Burns's experimental poetics-its subversion of existing discourses and its orientation to strangers-is what made his work's political and social dimensions vulnerable to being overlooked by the dominant audiences of his time, such as those sponsored by the Arts Council.
Charles Sugnet notes that, "before Foucault's Discipline and Punish, [Burns] saw how . . . institutions organized themselves around forms of language, discourses, and he was trying to subvert them" . We can see how Burns's texts took the risk of subverting dominant postwar discourses in an outline of his poetics from 1975. Burns echoes his earlier critique of the Arts Council's "unseen strings" ("Alan Burns" 56)-the way the organization establishes the conventions of the literary scene by requiring writers to "say the right things" (58)-when he elaborates on how his textual practice subverts the ways in which organized forms of power such as "State[s]" ("Essay 66), "workplace[s]," "institution[s]," and "school[s]" exert their "subtle dominance" (67) through a "network" of "nods assents [and] agreements" (66). Most important is how Burns's critiques of organized power are articulated from within (rather than apart from) their discourses, a rhetorical strategy we might compare to Warner's point that a public has to be projected from "already circulating discourse" (107). In the case of Europe After the Rain, for example, Burns reveals that a number of "accidents" ("Essay" 65) provided the "background material" for the text: "I saw the Max Ernst painting of the title, at the Tate. In a second-hand bookshop in Lyme Regis I found the verbatim record of the Nuremberg trials, and in another shop in Axminster I bought a journalist's report on life in Poland after the war."
Where the last two "accidents" shed light on how Burns's experimental poetics draws on existing discourses, his allusion to Ernst's painting hints at how he reworks these materials by employing surrealist artistic practices. Burns discusses his work's relationship to surrealism (and a wide range of aleatoric art forms) in his article "Writing by Chance." The article is itself an interesting example of what Sugnet calls Burns's "'aleatoric' method of (de)composition" (193) , as it presents a bricolage of "the working methods of other artists." Burns discusses the way his experimental poetics engages with the risks and contradictions of bringing a new public into being when he comments on the writings of Kurt Schwitters. While Schwitters's method of collage using found objects has been accused of being "random to the point of abandon" (Burns, "Writing" 11), Burns suggests that "there is a contradiction . . . between Schwitters's catholic receptivity in the gathering of raw material, and the deliberation, the cultivated sense of design evident in the end product." "It wasn't any old tram ticket that found its way to his studio," Burns writes, "or he would have been submerged in his own material." Burns goes on to provide an indirect sketch of his work's attempt to bring a public into being by describing how the act of composing with aleatoric artistic practices, such as Schwitters's, involves a "meandering between the conscious and the unconscious, a constant alternation between the aware and the needed unknown." For Burns, his experimental mode of composition also aims "to create an environment, a relationship between artist and material in which the material 'speaks', non-rational perceptions prosper, unpredictable connections arise." Burns's use of the word "meandering" and his reference to "a constant alternation between the aware and the needed unknown" here approximates what Warner calls the "transition" (77) between an orientation to strangers and a characterization of the world that he suggests public discourse has to perform continually.
In a 1970 profile by Paddy Kitchen-a novelist who would later become a member of the Arts Council's Literature Panel and contribute to their negative internal report on Mottram and the other radicals of the Poetry Society-Burns reiterates how his aleatoric method of working is intertwined with the paradoxical task of trying to transform the conventions of public speech. Burns explains that in his cut-up novels he is trying to "work more like a painter" (qtd. in Kitchen 21), "plac[ing] images side by side" to "let them say something uncertain and fluctuating." According to Burns, "the particular selection and juxtaposition" of images is "mysterious" and "not amenable to verbal description." This gives rise to an uncertainty about "mak[ing] any pronouncement or statement about anything": "I cannot make confident statements about people, their relationships and their developing personalities because I don't think it is possible to know another person. All one can do is select images." One could argue that Burns's attempt to say "something uncertain and fluctuating" through his texts' juxtaposition of images insinuates its orientation to strangers, as he refuses to delimit his work's audience in advance: "I don't think it is possible to know another person." Thus, one might read Burns's experimental poetics as articulating an openness to strangers or a welcoming of the other, which, as we have seen, Warner proposes is a primary aspect of public discourse. For Warner, a public can be "self-organized" (74) and thereby indepen-dent of pregiven frameworks such as laws and institutions, but "only if it openly addresses people who are identified primarily through their participation in the discourse and who therefore cannot be known in advance." "A public is always in excess of its known social basis," he writes: "It must include strangers." Burns's discussion of his experimental poetics suggests that, rather than recoiling from social and political concerns, his textual practices welcome the "unpredictable" and "non-rational" in order to respect the strangeness of the others it might address and the transformation of public speech they could perform. However, at the same time, his experimental texts put at risk their own conditions of possibility by subverting and reworking the existing discourses on which they draw.
The risks of Burns's experimental poetics are underscored by the ease with which its performative element can be misrecognized even by writers he taught, such as McEwan. Warner emphasizes that the "performative dimension of public discourse" (114), the perverse way its orientation to strangers continually gives up and remakes the discourse that made its mode of articulation possible, is "routinely misrecognized" because "people do not commonly recognize themselves" as strangers: "[t]hey recognize themselves only as being already the persons they are addressed as being and as already belonging to the world that is condensed in their discourse." Public discourse "cannot work by frankly declaring its subjunctive-creative project"; on the contrary, Warner argues, " [d] ominant publics are by definition those that can take their discourse pragmatics and their lifeworlds for granted, misrecognizing the indefinite scope of their expansive address as universality or normalcy" (122).
Even McEwan misrecognizes Burns's innovations. Warner's analysis of how the performative dimension of public discourse is vulnerable to being overlooked provides a way to understand why Burns and his contemporaries' attempts to bring a new kind of public into being was disregarded by McEwan, who wrote in the Arts Council's flagship literary magazine, the New Review, in 1978:
The formal experimentation of the late sixties and early seventies came to nothing largely because the stuff was inaccessible and too often unrewarding-no pleasure in the text. And there can surely be no more mileage to be had from demonstrating yet again through self-enclosed "fictions" that reality is words and words are lies. There is no need to be strangled by that particular loop-the artifice of fiction can be taken for granted. Experimentation in its broadest and most viable sense should have less to do with formal factors like busting up your syntax and scrambling your page order, and more to do with content-the representation of states of mind and the society that forms them. ("State" 51) Where Burns refuses to thematize the way his experimental texts address strangers, it is significant that McEwan suggests we can presuppose "the artifice of fiction" and a notion of "society." McEwan's relegation of what he calls the "formal" devices of experimental fiction and his assumption of a cohesive social entity could indicate how his early work complied with the conventions acceptable to dominant postwar publics.
This skewed reading of Burns and his contemporaries' formal experimentation can partly be traced to McEwan's relationship with the Arts Council's social network, which McEwan hints at in an anecdote about dropping into a UEA seminar run by the organization's literary chair, Angus Wilson: "Without breaking flow, he [Wilson] waved me into a chair. 'Dear boy, we must get you some Arts Council money'" ("1970" xi) . Similarly, McEwan's recollection of the advice he received from Burns reiterates this misrecognition of his experimental poetics: "He [Burns] gave me a paradoxical warning: not to be influenced by writers I had not read. . . . I was being 'unconsciously influenced'. I was becoming enslaved to cadences whose origins I did not know. It was a useful note" ("1970" xi-xii). McEwan implicitly misrepresents Burns's aleatoric textual practice as endorsing a need to account for (and to try to control) the unknown cadences of one's material. His emphasis on ascertaining the "origins" of his "unconscious influences" risks dissolving the orientation to strangers that, as we have seen, Burns's poetics invokes by using terms such as the "unconscious." Consequently, McEwan's work seems to support existing public discourses.
Significantly, McEwan's later fiction subtly draws on formal and linguistic experimentation to destabilize its representations of social relations, thereby complicating his earlier apparent dismissal of postwar experimental writing. Texts such as Atonement, Enduring Love, and Sweet Tooth call attention to their use of "the artifice of fiction" in order to make readers rethink their representations of interpersonal relationships and the societies and historical moments in which they are embedded. In so doing, Sweet Tooth subtly recalls the attempts of Burns and his contemporaries to bring a new kind of public into being. The following reading of Sweet Tooth and Europe After the Rain retraces this history, and it highlights how McEwan's representation of this cultural moment is characterized by a deep equivocation about the kind of public it proposes to bring into being: an equivocation that can be read as the legacy of the orientation to strangers in Burns's work.
Sweet Tooth and the Arts Council's New Review
McEwan's career is deeply intertwined with postwar cultural politics. In addition to his relationship with Wilson at UEA, McEwan's debt to the cultural climate constructed by the Arts Council is reflected by Sweet Tooth's references to the founding of the organization's bestfunded literary magazine, the New Review. In the novel, Tom Haley meets "a poet and editor, Ian Hamilton" (191) , who is "starting up a literary magazine, the New Review," with "mostly taxpayer's moneythe Arts Council rather than the secret vote" (258). The suggestion that the New Review and the Arts Council provide a neutral counterpoint to Sweet Tooth's espionage theme was reiterated by McEwan during the novel's publicizing campaign. McEwan reveals that he was drawn to the way that, during the Cold War, intelligence agencies penetrated the arts: "the CIA (and to a far lesser extent, British intelligence) secretly funded literary magazines (Encounter, Der Monat)" when, McEwan notes, "[i]t was a role that could just as easily have been taken on, openly, by a governmental arts organization" ("Ian McEwan on Sweet Tooth"). McEwan's distinction between secretly funded literary magazines and an open public arts organization obscures how the relationship between the two provided some of the conditions for the emergence of his early work. When the revelations concerning the CIA's funding of Encounter, which published one of McEwan's short stories, were made public, Hamilton's attempt to launch the New Review gained traction since the Arts Council, in his words, had been looking to support a "counter-Encounter" literary journal (Hamilton 75) . The New Review went on to publish a number of McEwan's short stories and, as we have seen, provided the stage for his evaluation of postwar experimental fiction.
Far from being a neutral literary magazine, as McEwan seems to suggest, the New Review was embroiled in postwar cultural politics and was a focal point for the conflicts between experimental writers and the Arts Council. Mottram, a key radical in the so-called poetry wars, claimed that the New Review was "the archetypal establishment magazine" (47), and the year before he committed suicide Burns's contemporary B. S. Johnson suggested that "it may . . . be useful for each generation to have a Hamilton-figure there to hate" ("Opinion" 456). Johnson cited Hamilton's preference for conventional poetic forms over experimental and linguistically innovative poetry as evidence that "there is no more absurd figure than the man pretending to certainty, especially in aesthetics,"-a rich claim given Johnson's fierce commitment to writing "truth in the form a novel" (Introduction 14). McEwan's refracted representation of the relationship between experimental fiction writers and the Arts Council in his metafictional spy novel Sweet Tooth, as well as the novel's allusions to the formation of the New Review, can be read as a subtle critical reflection on the literary audience his first short stories brought into being. As we shall see, Sweet Tooth's references to innovative writers such as Burns and Johnson, along with its crafty use of experimentation, asks readers to reconsider the kind of public projected by the novel's representation of cultural institutions; the text's metafictional twist orients us to strangers and recalls the social concerns of experimental texts such as Europe After the Rain.
McEwan's Cold War spy novel opens through (what appears to be) the first-person narration of Serena Frome, a Cambridge graduate of mathematics, who is recruited to MI5 in 1972 as a result of her keen interest in fiction. Serena is prepared for the secret service by Tony Canning, a history professor-and, later, Serena's lover-after he reads her "four rounds of anti-communism" in a university magazine (9). Serena's recollections of her time in the Secret Service play on the artifice of her role; at her interview, Serena recalls how she and her colleagues "colluded in the construction of a character profile for me" (34). Serena is tasked with posing as a representative of a fictional cultural institution, "Freedom International," and with recruiting a writer who has sympathies with his "hard-pressed fellows in the Eastern bloc" (92). The aim of MI5's project, codenamed Sweet Tooth, is "to lure left-of-centre European intellectuals away from the Marxist perspective and make it intellectually respectable to speak up for the Free World" (91). Freedom International promotes "excellence and freedom of expression in the arts everywhere in the world" (125): "We're dealing with free spirits. We don't tell them what to think. We enable them to do their work. Over there [in Eastern Europe] free spirits used to be marched to the gulags" (128).
Sweet Tooth subtly elaborates on its refracted representation of the Arts Council when Serena notes that " [d] espite the crises and states of emergency, these were good years for staying out of a job. . . .
[T]he state paid the rent and granted a weekly pension to artists, out-of-work actors, musicians" (180). Similarly, when Serena suggests that MI5 might implement their scheme through the Arts Council, a senior official reveals that Angus Wilson-"just the sort we could have worked with" (94)-"all but threw me out of a third-floor window" at the suggestion (95). Serena's apparent compliance with the kind of public projected by the institution-the institution's nurturing of liberal cultural values and identities-is suggested by her mode of reading. Before meeting Tom, Serena looks up his short stories and admits that she is "the basest of readers. All I wanted was my own world, and myself in it, given back to me in artful shapes and accessible form" (104): "I wanted characters I could believe in, and I wanted to be made curious about what was to happen to them. . . . I liked someone to say 'Marry me' by the end" (6). In an echo of the construction of her "character profile" (35) at MI5, Serena notes that she has "become intimate with my own private version of Haley" (138) by reading his short stories. Serena's mode of reading, which enables her to imagine an author's presence behind the characters, converges with the liberal values of the foundation, which she pitches to Haley: "The Foundation thinks you're a unique and extraordinary talent. If your fiction and journalism get written, published and read, then we'll be happy. When your career is launched and you can support yourself we'll fade out of your life" (145). Just as MI5's clandestine promotion of liberal values coincides with Serena's manner of reading and her notion of her own character profile, so does Freedom International appear to provide the foundation for Haley's career as a publicly recognized author. Sweet Tooth can thus be read as a distorted commentary on the Arts Council's shaping of the norms and conventions of the postwar public sphere: its attempts to launch authors' careers and its implicit shaping of audiences' modes of reading.
Serena's secret mission and Tom's ambition to become a novelist are put at risk as Serena finds that she has "fallen for the stories and then the man" (197): "His art, my work and our affair were one. If he failed, I failed." Their relationship makes Serena reflect on how, "[a]s a reader, . . . I took [invention] for granted, it was a process I never troubled myself with. You pulled a book from the shelf and there was an invented, peopled world, as obvious as the one you lived in" (214). Different notions of fiction mediate Serena and Tom's relationship, challenging the characters' professional identities and the liberal discourses of their real and fictitious institutions. Where Serena claims to want fictions that reaffirm her "own world" (104) and her place in it, she is disconcerted by the conclusion of Tom's short story "narrated by a talking ape prone to anxious reflections about his lover, a writer struggling with her second novel" (193):
Only on the last page did I discover that the story I was reading was actually the one the woman was writing. The ape doesn't exist, it's a spectre, the creature of her fretful imagination. No. And no again. Not that. . . . I instinctively distrusted this kind of fictional trick. I wanted to feel the ground beneath my feet. There was, in my view, an unwritten contract with the reader that the writer must honour. No single element of an imagined world or any or its characters should be allowed to dissolve on authorial whim. The invented had to be as solid and as self-consistent as the actual. This was a contract founded on mutual trust. (193) Though Serena is drawn to Tom's stories' "witty reversals" (198) and their "lovely sinuous prose" (130), her misgivings about "fictional trick [s] " and the dissolution of her imagined world and its characters are accentuated by Tom's comments on her vast collection of novels:
I didn't like tricks, I liked life as I knew it recreated on the page. He said it wasn't possible to recreate life on the page without tricks. He stood and went over to the dresser and picked up a B. S. Johnson, Albert Angelo, the one with holes cut in the pages. He admired this too, he said. I said I detested it. He was amazed to see a copy of Alan Burns's Celebrations . . . . I said I hadn't made a start yet. (184) Serena's apparent dismissal of Tom's acknowledgement of the artifice of fiction and postwar experimental writers represents an instance of what James Wood describes as McEwan's "addict[ion] to the withholding of narrative information, the hoarding of surprises, the deferral of revelations" ("Containment" 183). McEwan, as Wood observes, has "it both ways, at once decrying too much pattern and making use of too much pattern" ("James Wood Writes"); his characters "object to the fakery of 'turning points' in fiction, but they are themselves embedded in books devoted to such mechanisms."
In the case of Sweet Tooth, the novel craftily recuperates the fictional tricks that Serena appears to dismiss, resolving the multiple deceptive fictions that mediate Tom and Serena's relationship through a sweet and unsettlingly metafictional twist. Having discovered that Serena is an agent, Tom reveals in the letter that closes the novel how he has retaliated by spying on her. Tom's attempt to gather material for a novel that would "write [Serena] out of [his] system" (318) comes undone because in the process of "recreat[ing]" Serena "on the page" he realizes: "I still love you. No, that's not it. I love you more" (319). The novel ends with "a declaration of love and a marriage proposal," which chimes with Serena's "old-fashioned view that this was how a novel should end, with a 'Marry me'"; Tom asks Serena's permission "to publish one day this book" with the proviso that if "you still love me and your answer is yes, then our collaboration begins and this letter, with your consent, will be Sweet Tooth's final chapter" (320). That the novel ends with Tom's letter insinuates Serena's consent, though the final line-"Dearest Serena, it's up to you"-draws attention away from the narrative's apparent resolution and demands the reader's return to the text's preoccupa-tion with literary invention. The novel's final twist leaves the reader in the dark as to who is inventing whom since Serena's voice is no longer distinguishable from Tom's, thereby subverting the liberal public discourse that underpins Tom's and Serena's places in the postwar world by reorientating us to strangers looking back on this moment in the future.
Europe After the Rain and the Critique of Institutions
The collapse of Sweet Tooth's fictional world and characters, which subtly critiques the values of its imaginary liberal audience, is preempted by Serena's reading of Tom's first novella, From the Somerset Levels, an "anti-capitalist dystopia" (203) financed, ironically, by Freedom International. Tom's novella described a journey a man makes with his nine-year-old daughter across a ruined landscape of burned-out villages and small towns . . . where the locals consider themselves lucky to be invited to a celebration dinner at which a dog and a couple of scrawny cats will be roasted over a bonfire. . . . All that functions, though barely, is government itself. . . . On their way to stand in line outside a government office, father and daughter cross the plain at dawn, passing over vegetables, rotten and trodden down, cardboard boxes flattened into beds, the remains of fires . . . (194) Serena suggests that the text reflects "an easy nihilism" (196) "inherited from Samuel Beckett . . . in which the human condition was a man lying alone at the end of things"; she asserts that this nihilism "knows nothing of the difficulties of public administration in a democracy." Yet, rather than dismissing the apparent nihilism and political quietism of postwar experimental fiction, Sweet Tooth's reflexivity asks us to return to this apocalyptic fiction and to think through how it might relate to the orientation to strangers that closes the novel.
Where in McEwan's text institutions are represented as spuriously enabling "freedom of expression" (125), Burns's Europe After the Rain employs a disjunctive style to repeatedly destabilize its fictional world, thus dramatizing the difficulty of creating a community when public discourses are fractured and manipulated to political ends. Burns's comments on his experimental text's relationship to readers hint at how Europe After the Rain also explores the social and political possibilities that emerge when liberal discourses of identity are dislocated; as we have seen, Sweet Tooth gestures toward this thematic through its closing metafictional twist. When asked whether the "namelessness" ("An Interview" 125) of Europe After the Rain was "deliberate on [his] part," Burns queried the interviewer's use of the word "deliberate": "I feel the word is inappropriate, because it implies a degree of control I deliberately (!) eschew." Burns goes on to elaborate on the contradictory way Europe After the Rain aims to avoid any suggestion of an absolute, purportedly "accurate" statement as to what happened or where we are or what role a particular character plays in the novel. Look again, and-see it ain't so-the opposite may as well be true. As soon as the reader is beginning to feel secure in the world I've made for him, it "slips," he slithers; me too. ("An Interview" 124) Burns's description of how his text repeatedly unsettles its representation of the world correlates with what Warner describes as the performative contradiction of public speech, which gives up the audience and world that constitute its condition of possibility by appealing to the participation of strangers. In the reading that follows, I want to sketch how the novel deviates from the type of audience instantiated by the Arts Council by presenting a critique of institutions, one that involves readers in the fragile and risky work of imagining a public based on an orientation to strangers.
The unnamed narrator-who appears momentarily as "a foreigner" (35) "sent to study documents" (30)-reports on his relationship with a woman, whose presence wavers throughout the text as the pair are repeatedly brought together and pulled apart by circumstances beyond their control: "We were separated. I objected: 'She is in my care, until she has contacted her family.' We had to stand in front of a desk. She understood that the words used were a message of welcome" (8). Communication in this unspecified bureaucratic setting-all we are told is that this is the "first building" (7) they encounter-is precarious because the meaning of words cannot be taken for granted, and the fragmented first-person narration gives the impression that language itself has been irredeemably damaged. When the man and woman find themselves "[a]t the orphanage" (9), the woman hints at her implication in the horror of this world's recent history: "I don't know whether I should tell you. It was done without my knowledge. These young people. If I had known I should not have allowed it" (11). The orphanage's attempt to repair lives is presented in cold, practical terms, insinuating the violence that brought this institution into being; the pair are "told that the orphans arrived in a number of ways" (9) and "an examiner" (10) speaks about how she has "to carry out tests. Most children are of normal intelligence. The history of each is written down." The orphanage struggles to fulfill its claim to reconstruct these children's histories as the couple's enquiry about a boy's name exposes irreparable losses: "No one knew his parents, they had disappeared, absolutely, he wasn't sure of his name, it had been signed away to someone else" (11). The text suggests that the institution's attempt to restore a life for this person is not only ineffectual but also detrimental insofar as its systematic procedures double the child's injuries by treating his name as exchangeable. The couple's encounter with the nameless boy thus demonstrates how even institutions that intend to rebuild community risk reproducing the violence that occasioned them and foreclosing the possibility of forming a community based on an acknowledgement of strangers and their losses.
Burns's text reiterates how communities shaped by institutions can manipulate and fail people, thereby implicitly engaging readers to consider alternative ways of conceiving social entities. Though the text's fractured syntax impresses that we cannot be certain about narrative details, it appears that the unnamed woman's father, who used to be in power, has been displaced by an equally oppressive commander. In the ongoing conflict, the narrator notes people "who had gone for months without food" (26) and hears talk of "bandits and mass slaughter" (37) from the commander's "troops." After being separated from the woman, the narrator "co-operate[s]" (25) with the commander and learns about what his side calls the "presence of bandits" (17):
These bandits are becoming a problem. . . . They have lost the habits of civilised life. These filthy people are driving us out of this decent town which we have made. They are a lower order of human beings, they are not like the ordinary decent individual, they are not willing to obey orders, so their decency is gone. (54) When the narrator responds to this misrepresentation of people by stressing that, in fact, " [t] hey [the so-called bandits] need care," the commander darkly promises to "give them care. I shall examine them all. If I find one case of disease I shall destroy every one of them." In contrast to how the commander oppresses so-called bandits by casting them as inferior to his notion of the "ordinary decent individual," the narrator encounters people who have witnessed such horrors that they can only falteringly speak for themselves: "She started to tell about the hanging, she tried to explain why she got the words twisted, but she could not. She held the light, the words got lost. I waited. Her thin face, she lived in the dark" (27) . Having tried to relate to those persons whose language has been "twisted" and "lost" as a result of the continuing violence, the narrator goes "among the prisoners taken to the camp for labour purposes" in an attempt to intervene: "I wanted to get inside, I knew the language, I wanted to learn more, suddenly. Where I might not have understood two words, I got used to their slang and abbreviations. My work was in that place" (64). The narrator's attempt to help the "prisoners" is presented as a matter of learning a new language, and his speech, a collection of disjointed clauses, enacts an uncertain relation to this new form of communication that he claims to know and yet barely understands. The precarious work of trying to form a new community with strangers is equally reflected by the way the narrator organizes "an office 'to help the victims of war'" (81), which mediates "both sides" of the conflict and involves "[h]undreds of persons work [ing] together": "the organization was perfect, daily it dealt with missing soldiers, money matters, food, every detail of everyday life. . . . We forced the belligerents to respect our neutrality." But no sooner has this apparently constructive community been formed than it disappears, as we are told on the same page that "men and women were falling, soldiers caught the disease, the schools were turned into hospitals, thousands died." While the disappearance of this community seems to offer a desolate view of the postwar moment, the text's disjunctive style also emphasizes the fragile work of bringing a public into being, as if to sustain its orientation to strangers and the possibility of transforming the world in the future.
Sweet Tooth's allusions to postwar British experimental writers and its closing metafictional twist can be productively compared to Barry's account of the legacy of the "'hidden history' of contemporary British poetry" (180): "the 'defeat' of the avant-garde in 1977 has taken the form of assimilating its lessons and adopting many of its methods. As so often, the indignantly repudiated 'Other' is actually part of the self with which we were not yet ready to come to terms" (179-80). In the case of Burns and his contemporaries, their experimental fictions offer an important critical reflection on a cultural moment in which institutions shaped the public. The UK's first minister for the arts, Jennie Lee, claimed in the early 1970s that "there must be freedom to experiment, to make mistakes, to fail-or there can be no new beginnings" (qtd. in Hollis 275). The experimental fiction of Burns and his contemporaries asks us to reassess the limitations of this moment in the formation of a liberal arts culture by considering the possibility, overlooked by Lee's claim, that freedom might fail. But if McEwan's indirect return to postwar experimental fiction, along with recent reconsiderations of authors such as Johnson and Quin, indicates that audiences are now ready to acknowledge the work of Burns and his contemporaries, it is important to emphasize that our ability to recognize their legacy is indebted to the ambivalence of the Arts Council's cultural policy. The importance of the cultural institution set up by Keynes may lie in the way that its attempt to assimilate experimental literary forms entailed opening the institution's norms and conventions to radical critiques such as that articulated by Burns. Burns's attempt to negotiate the contradictions of the culture sponsored by the Arts Council offers an alternative way of viewing the organization's influence on the public. His work's orientation to strangers illuminates the exclusions that underpin the construction of dominant public discourses, shifting focus away from the institution's terms and values and turning our attention to the strangers who call its language into question. In this way, the experimental fictions of Burns and his contemporaries highlight a reality that if, to borrow Barry's terms, the Arts Council assimilated the other to itself, it also implicitly affirmed the other's exteriority and the other's withdrawal from the culture and society it sought to construct. The deep ambivalence of the public fostered by the Arts Council, which simultaneously appears to assimilate and acknowledge the otherness to which postwar British experimental fiction seems to be oriented, reaffirms the importance of McEwan's work. It is important insofar as McEwan has it "both ways": if McEwan's narrative manipulation seeks to "contain trauma," as Wood notes, it equally has "the effect of reproducing, in plotted repetitions, the textures of the larger, originating traumas that are his big subjects" ("James Wood Writes"). McEwan's apparent affiliation with liberalism and other discourses is accompanied by a less articulated need to respond to the "[o]ther strange voices" ("When I Was a Monster" 15) that, at times, his texts seem to exclude.
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